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The last waves of summer The milky sun hangs lazily in the sky as
wispy sea mist rolls off the salty water
intermittently. In due course the orange
ball of fire in the sky will buck up its ideas
and shoot for the apex, eventually
bathing us in his warm glow. Until then
the dew underfoot will remain; and as we
trudge fuzzy headed towards the chilly
water’s edge, the sound of waves rush in
and out of our ears. We shiver, take a
moment and then plunge headlong into
the flotsam and foam – paddling out to
ride those last waves of summer.

By Tez Plavenieks



Summer has been a gift this year – everyone is
in agreement on that. Days of endless sunshine
doused the masses and delivered a much
needed shot of Vitamin D. Beaches were
packed, roads to the coast clogged every
weekend and visitors rediscovered the joys of
frolicking in saltwater. After consecutive
summers of downpours, dreary conditions and
washouts, 2013 has been a welcome respite.

And yet, marching lines of corduroy have been
conspicuous by their absence. Apart from the
odd window of opportunity there’s been next to
nowt to froth over – especially on the fickle
south coast.

A holiday was therefore needed. Some juice
sought, lips bashed, walls hacked and shacks
navigated – if possible. We were in search of one
last soiree before Jack Frost takes centre stage and
blasts us with his icy breath. 

If God was a surfer, Cornwall would be his local.
Choosing to head here was a no brainer…

Surf yes, but wind as well
Surfing in the UK is a fickle beast. Tides, swell
angle, wind and other local effects all come into
play to make or break your session. As the day of
our trip dawned the forecast was looking mixed
to say the least.

Waves were almost definitely on the cards, but
how big and the quality of which was still in
balance. Even before I put peddle to the metal,
we were determined to score, but a degree of
trundling around and checking spots would be
needed.

Throw into the Cornish mix our windsurfing
addiction and any sane person will be wondering
why we go to all this effort. Scoring a sweet
session is such a sublime feeling though – surfers
call this stoke, and we wanted to fill our boots.

West is best
Our destination would take us to St Ives. Having
different facing coastlines in close proximity
helps when deciding on the best spot for each
day. Godrevy, Gwithian, Carbis Bay and the
harbour all work on a variety of wind directions
and swell angles. Chuck into the mix the south
facing beaches of Marazion and Praa Sands and
we were feeling optimistic.

Making a trip across to the east facing coast
wasn’t out of the question either – if the charts
lined up.

Lucky and not so…
The first morning dawned with
mizzly conditions after a night of
torrential downpours. Heaving the
side door of the van back a blast of
crisp air wafted in and the faint odour
of late summer rain filled my nostrils.
I listened to the rustling leaves on
trees and made the decision to head
straight to Gwithian (but not before
some freshly brewed coffee!)

Hitting the cliff car park it became
apparent the juice was pulsing. The
sticking point was the onshore blow.
Nothing significant in terms of
windsurfing but enough to cut up
wave faces and cause unwanted chop.

Having checked the swell size it became apparent
it wasn’t big enough to make it round to south
facing beaches, where the wind would be
offshore. So I made a call and decided to hit it…

Chilly willy
After the summer we’ve just experienced the
sudden drop in temperature, even though it
wasn’t really that cold, was enough to send
shivers coursing through my body. Suiting up,
my teeth began chattering and a few star jumps
to get the blood pumping were in order. I
practically ran down the goat track onto the
beach – Fi choosing to wait for later in the day
when it warmed up.

Paddling into the lumpy Atlantic I made it out
back and enjoyed an hour or so of cruddy waves
that were oh so close to being clean and perfect –
if only the wind would naff off!
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Time for a holiday



Unfortunately the breeze didn’t disappear. Not windy enough for
windsurfing and too much for surfing perfection. We managed to find
shelter at Carbis Bay during one session but the waves were hardly epic. Our
best SUP session we scored came during Monday morning. 

The breeze had ramped up a notch and we were considering heading
elsewhere. We decided to check Praa Sands first  – just on the off chance…

As we drove along the main road the bay below came into view and Fi and I
became animated and excited. We could see clean groomed lines sweeping
in and it looked like we’d called it right. We literally sprinted down the
lanes and were greeted with 3ft clean peelers upon arrival. In double quick
time we were suited and sweeping out back.

Everyone who surfs will recognise the feeling of dropping into that first
smooth liquid wall. Racing along sections, bashing lips, hacking faces and
slicing arcs is what it’s all about. Trying to get covered up was supreme fun,
even if the chances of making it out of the shack were slim.

With the receding tide the swell started to slack and we bailed. The breeze
was picking up and we had an appointment with a windsurfing session.
Later that afternoon we rolled into Daymer Bay car park and enjoyed a
sundown sail. Maximum Monday certainly delivered and we hit the boozer
for some refreshments feeling all warm and fuzzy inside. Days like this are
what surf trips are about.

Best of the rest
For the remainder of our Cornish adventure the conditions stayed average. The
swell dropped off slightly and the wind died down, but not quite enough.

We scored one more day long windy session and the rest of our time was
spent bashing lumpy sections. It certainly wasn’t disappointing as we got
wet every day and actually had some great sessions. 

The last few
As the curtain falls on summer 2013 I look back on this few days as being
extremely successful and rewarding. After such a long period of flatness
even bumpy SUP surf conditions were welcome, and let’s be honest, light
on shores aren’t really that bad.

The last waves of summer were incredibly sweet and as we watch in awe as
North Atlantic swell action starts to build we can but hope for a great
autumn/winter season.
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The day!

Tez Plavenieks is a freelance
writer who loves windsurfing, SUP,
surfing, snowboarding, drums, art
and beer. If he’s not out sliding
sideways then you’ll find him
producing articles, stories and
content revolving around his
passions. Check out more at
www.tezplavenieks.com 

http://www.tezplavenieks.com 

